Drobo connection instructions for students in PE1 and PE2

- On the desktop, go up to Go>Connect to Server... (Apple+K)

- The Server Address is: **afp://drobo-server.local** (you can also select this address in the “Favorite Servers” box)

- In the window that opens:
  - the Name is your oasis ID (example: 123456)
  - the Password is your last name, with the first letter capitalized (example: Smith)
• Select your name. The list is alphabetized by first name.

Even though you can select other students sharepoints, you only have read/write access to your specific sharepoint.

When done, make sure to eject your sharepoint by dragging it to the trash. Otherwise, whoever works on the computer next can get access to your files!

  o Another option is to just shut down the computer when you are done.